Master of Public Administration Alumni Association (MPAAA)
Secretary Report for 2016/2017

Executive Committee

The current Executive Committee (EC) of MPAAA would complete its term on 8 April 2017. Currently, it comprises the following members.

Chairman : MAK Hoi-wan, Walter
Vice Chairman: LAW Wai-fung, Eric
Vice Chairman: LAM Yuen-mui, Wendy (Ms)
Treasurer: LIN Shuk-may, Lucia (Ms)
Secretary: TSE Hoi-yin, Henry
Members: YU Chung-kit, Jockit
WONG Wai-king, Anita (Ms)
MAK Bo-yin, Matthew

Memberships

As at end of March 2017, there were 115 valid MPAAA members, which represented an 17% growth in comparison with 98 members in March 2016.

Activities for MPAAA members

Visit to an Organic Farm run by an Alumni

2. The MPAAA arranged a visit to an organic farm run by an alumni, Mr. TSO Wai-yan, on 30 April 2016. Mr. TSO introduced the supplementary ecosystems between his farm for organic vegetables and his fish ponds. Further to sharing his vision and happiness for running that business, he served MPAAA visitors a delicious barbeque lunch with his fresh vegetables and “Jade fish”. In addition to obtaining a reliable source of fresh organic vegetables and fish, the party was given an insight on initiating a private business effectively after retirement.
3. The MPAAA arranged a visit to Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Modern Service Industry Cooperation Zone (Qianhai) on 10 December 2016. A MPA Alumni, Mr. CHAN Kai-yip, guided the participants to visit Qianhai Exhibition Hall, Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Youth Innovation and Entrepreneur Hub, Qianhai Bonded Port, Qianhai CTF Global Shopping Centre and One Excellence. After the visit, participants learnt the latest development of Qianhai. While it had a supplementary stance with Hong Kong, it was also the Mainland’s hottest incubators for realizing innovative ideas for the youth. Meanwhile, the participants were greatly inspired by the new trading mode in the Bonded Port.

Visit to Fire and Ambulance Services Academy

4. The MPAAA organized a visit to Fire and Ambulance Services Academy at Tseung Kwan O on 14 January 2017. With the guidance of the Assistant Director of FSD, Mr. YAU wai-keung, and several FSD officers, participants visited Fire Services Museum, sophisticated fire simulators and other associated training facilities. The party was deeply touched by the mission and spirit of FSD officers for carrying out rescues at different endangered, life-threatening scenarios. After the visit, MPAAA arranged a lunch gathering at Po Toi O for a continuous sharing among participants.

Election of Members for Fifth Term of MPAAA Executive Committee

5. An election will be held on 8 April 2017 to elect the members for the fifth term of MPAAA Executive Committee.
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